We develop the resource theory of private randomness extraction in the distributed and devicedependent scenario. We begin by introducing the notion of independent random bits, which are bipartite states containing ideal private randomness for each party, and motivate the natural set of free operations. As the main tool of our analysis, we introduce Virtual Quantum State Merging, which is essentially the flip side of Quantum State Merging, without communication. We focus on the bipartite case and find the rate regions achievable in different settings. Perhaps surprisingly, it turns out that local noise can boost randomness extraction. As a consequence of our analysis, we resolve a long-standing problem by giving an operational interpretation for the reverse coherent information in terms of the number of private random bits obtained by sending quantum states from one honest party (server) to another one (client) via the eavesdropped quantum channel.
Introduction.-Randomness is no doubt an important notion, having various applications in modern science and technology. Usually only pseudo-randomness is produced in the classical world, for instance by certain complex algorithms in a computer, where the pseudo-random value is determined by a hidden variable so that it is already implicitly known beforehand. Conceptually, the most straightforward way to ensure a uniformly random bit sequence is to generate it by measuring a quantum state, e.g. the σ Z eigenstate |0 in the σ X eigenbasis |± . In this way the measurement outcome is completely unpredictable in advance, thus private against any eavesdropper. Here the privacy of randomness comes from the fact that a pure state naturally excludes any correlation with other systems, including Eves. The problem of randomness extraction from a general mixed state has been considered in [1] in the spirit of the decoupling approach [2] [3] [4] , where a single party Alice shares a mixed state ρ AE with an eavesdropper Eve and the goal of Alice is to generate randomness private against Eve. An implicit point in this setting is that we have to assume that whoever, calling Bob, holds the purifying system of ρ AE , is a trusted but otherwise completely passive party. The reason is that Alice herself cannot figure out the correlation with Eve's system without Bob's assistance. So in the spirit of being cautious in cryptography, we have to assume Eve holds all the purification system, i.e. ρ AE is pure, unless Alice knows Bob holds part of it.
We make Bob active, where Alice and Bob trust each other and collaborate together to extract independent randomness private against Eve. This is a very new scenario -distributed private randomness extraction. It is almost immediate to see that this scenario is dual to Slepian-Wolf problem on distributed data compression [17] in classical information theory. Surprisingly a natural dual setting to Slepian-Wolf does not exist in classical framework but does in quantum one! In this Letter, we study the distributed and device-dependent scenario for randomness extraction (for alternative approach, so called device-independent scenario, see [5] and references therein). We begin with defining the notion of independent random bits (ibits), in a picture dual to the standard one, as bipartite states that contain ideal private randomness, and justifying the set of allowed operations which do not increase randomness. Then we introduce our main tool, the Virtual Quantum State Merging (VQSM) protocol, which originates from the Quantum State Merging (QSM) protocol and represents the other face of QSM, less noticed in the literature, to study two-sided and onesided randomness extraction. In the two-sided setting, we obtain the achievable rate regions in various scenarios, including: either free or no communication, and either free or no local noise. Surprisingly, we show that local noise, usually regarded as a useless resource, can extend the rate region. In the one-sided setting, we determine the optimal rates of randomness extraction in two extremal classes, pure entangled states and separable states, and provide a computable upper bound for general states. It follows also that there is no bound randomness, even in the no communication case. Finally we resolve a long-standing problem by giving an operational interpretation for the reverse coherent information (up to a constant term log d out ), as the number of ibits obtained by sending quantum state from one honest party to another one via an eavesdropped quantum channel. In the following, we state and discuss the results carefully, while all proofs are found in the appendix [6] .
Ibits and RCLOCC.-In the standard approach, a state having one ideal random bit with respect to Eve is of the form ρ AE = 1 2 (|0 0|+|1 1|) A ⊗ σ E where σ E is an arbitrary state of Eve uncorrelated with system A. In the dual picture, where the purifying system is included and Eve's system is excluded, an equivalent form has the structure of α AA B = 1 2 1 i,j=0 |i j| A ⊗ U i σ A B U † j , where A is the key part that generates randomness if a measurement were performed in the basis {|0 , |1 } A , U i are unitary operators on A B , and σ A B is an arbitrary state. A B is known as the shield system possibly distributed over Alice's and Bob's sides, protecting privacy against Eve. Similarly, a state with two independent random bits at Alice's and Bob's side, respectively, called ibit, has the following structure:
Lemma 1 A bipartite quantum state having two independent random bits private against Eve is of the form
It is important to note that getting ibits is equivalent to obtaining randomness secure in terms of the trace distance from a product state [12] -which is proved to be composable [13, 14] .
Now we ask what kind of operations are allowed for free in order to transform an input state into the ibit form. Notice that a pure state |0 A is a special form of ibit where B and A B are trivial (dimension 1), so we cannot allow pure states for free. It is safe to assume a closed system paradigm, much like the framework for distillation of the thermodynamical work represented by a pure state [15] . Also it is quite natural to assume that free operations should allow for local unitary transformation and some form of communication. A good candidate is the set of operations designed for quantifying the localizable purity in a quantum state, which are the so-called Closed Local Operations and Classical Communication (CLOCC) [10, 15] . We restrict this class further by disallowing partial trace, which is not needed in our setting, as partial trace may be regarded as the action of putting a system aside. In total, the set of free operations consists of the following two, and their compositions: (i) local unitary transformations on subsystems; and (ii) sending a subsystem through the dephasing channel in a fixed basis from one party to the other, where the dephasing channel simulates the classical communication in the closed system paradigm, and the channel environment goes to Eve. W.l.o.g. the basis of dephasing is chosen to be the computational one and these operations are named Restricted CLOCC (RCLOCC).
It seems that our framework for randomness extraction would be reduced to that of purity since we have a similar set of operation, and purity can be used to generate randomness. This would indeed be the case if we considered randomness extraction under global operations, but it is very different in the distributed setting on which we focus in this work. Also we note that it is possible to study randomness extraction by assuming other restrictions on free operations, e.g. incoherent operations [16] .
Having defined the class of operations, we are able to ask the key question: for a bipartite quantum state ρ AB whose purification is in Eve's hand, how much private randomness can Alice and Bob obtain against Eve under RCLOCC? We mainly consider the asymptotic i. , Alice can only get 1 randomness bit unknown to Eve. So we have several different settings dependent on whether randomness is located on two sides or one side, whether local noise is available or not, or whether communication is allowed or not. Before we state our findings on the rate regions and the protocols to achieve them, we introduce the main tool employed.
Virtual Quantum State Merging.
-Entanglement swapping shows that local noise can play an important role in the distributed scenario. If local noise is not freely available, the parties have always trivial options of generating it, either say Alice putting aside one copy of state (giving it to Eve), effectively leaving Bob with a pure entangled state with Eve, or -in case they can communicateAlice sending one of her systems to Bob through the dephasing channel. However, there is a more efficient way, which results in some private randomness for Alice and at the same time gives Bob local noise. To gain intuition, let us look at the protocol of Quantum State Merging (QSM). For our goal, B is the reference system and QSM is performed from A to E, i.e. the task is to transform a tripartite state |ψ ABE into |φ A1A2BE E1E2 by LOCC such that φ E1BE ≈ ψ ABE , where φ E1BE = Tr A1A2E2 φ A1A2BE E1E2 . In the asymptotic i.i.d. case, if S(A|E) ψ = S(ψ AE ) − S(ψ E ) > 0, the protocol requires an additional rate of S(A|E) ψ ebits shared between systems A and E. However, when S(A|E) ψ < 0, not only does it not need entanglement, but also creates a rate of −S(A|E) ψ ebits on A 2 B 2 . In the protocol, Alice transforms A into A 1 A 2 by a unitary, then measures subsystem A 1 in the computational basis and announces the outcome to Eve, who further, according to the outcomes, transforms E into E E 1 E 2 by proper unitaries.
The amount of classical communication is the size of A 1 , its rate is the mutual information between Alice and Bob,
Bob's state remains invariant, so the measurement outcome on A 1 is independent of Bob. Meanwhile, Bob's system is purely entangled with Eve's, conditional on the measurement outcomes. A key observation is that in our setting, Bob need not care about whether Eve performs the rotations or not. It is sufficient for him to know that the purifying system of his state is at Eve's side. Furthermore, the outcome of the measurement of A 1 is almost decoupled from Eve. This weak correlation can be deleted by the technique of privacy amplification (PA) [14] , that works for cq-states; it amounts to tracing out a little bit more from A 1 , not however affecting the rate of randomness. In this way, Alice can extract randomness independent of Bob and private against Eve at the rate of I(A : B) ψ , while at the same time Bob's system is (virtually) only entangled with Eve, which acts as noise that can help Bob extract randomness later. The composition of QSM and PA we call Virtual Quantum State Merging. The version we shall need is however much simpler than this, and encapsulated in a doubly decoupling theorem, Theorem 13 in the appendix, based on which we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Given , δ > 0 and sufficiently large numbers n, m, for a state |ψ ABE satisfying S(A|B) > 0 > S(B|A), there exist local unitaries U :
Two-sided randomness distillation.-Having developed the tool, we are to state the result. It is clear that given a state ρ AB , we can obtain the randomness at the rate R G (ρ AB ) := log |AB| − S(ρ AB ) if global unitary operations on AB are allowed [6, Lemma 15] . Now we ask the same question if the parties are distributed so only local unitary operations are allowed: What is the rate region (R A , R B ), representing that Alice produces randomness at rate R A and Bob at rate R B , and their randomness is independent and secret against Eve, who has the purifying system? This is the same as asking for approximate ibits by Lemma 1. We have four different settings in which we allow free or no local noise, and free or no communication. The answer is our first main result, Theorem 3, by composing Theorem 2.
Theorem 3
The achievable rate regions of ρ AB are: 1) for no communication and no noise,
2) for free noise but no communication, R A ≤ log |A|− S(A|B), R B ≤ log |B| − S(B|A), and R A + R B ≤ R G ;
3) for free noise and free communication,
Further the rate regions in settings 1), 2), 3) are tight. Note how the solutions to 1) and 2) appears to be dual to Slepian-Wolf theorem on distributed data compression [17] . In 3) the entire global purity can be realised on either side as randomness (but not necessarily as purity). We have only achievability in 4) and leave its tightness open.
One-sided randomness distillation.-We try to understand the achievable rates a bit better for setting 4). The task is that Bob helps Alice to extract randomness against Eve as much as possible. Free communication is allowed but local noise is not, otherwise the setting is understood already. First we derive a formula for the optimal rate. Unfortunately it involves regularization.
Theorem 4
The randomness that can be extracted from ρ AB on Alice's side is
, where the infimum is taken over all n, and E (n) and B (n) are the output systems under RCLOCC acting on ρ ⊗n AB . At first sight, this theorem is not very useful as it involves possibly complex RCLOCC processing and suffers from the notorious regularization problem. But a further observation that S(E (n) ) ≥ nS(E) because of the non-decreasing entropy of Eve in every use of the dephasing channel gives the exact optimal rate for a large class of states. Namely, for ρ AB satisfying S(B) ≤ S(E), R A = log |AB| − S(AB), so all the randomness can be localized onto Alice's side. This is not so strange as it already appears in the rate region of two-sided setting. A large class of bipartite states satisfy this property, for instance the positive partial transpose (PPT) states which includes separable states. Also note that two-way communication is needed to localize the global purity on Alice's side, but only one-way communication is needed to localize randomness. Such an example is the cq state
Whether the regularization is needed or not is an open problem. We give a partial answer to this question that it is at least not strongly additive in the sense that
To this end, we present an example with the activation effect:
2 is Corollary 6, and the other two are straightforward. Before that, we derive an upper bound for a general state that only depends on the initial state.
Theorem 5
The optimal randomness that can be extracted from ρ AB on Alice's side is upper bounded as
Here E r (ρ) = inf σ∈SEP Tr ρ(log ρ − log σ) and E ∞ r (ρ) = lim n→∞ 1 n E r (ρ ⊗n ) are the relative entropy of entanglement [18] and its regularisation.
From
The corollary below shows the tightness for pure states.
Corollary 6
The optimal randomness on Alice's side that can be extracted from a singlet is 3 2 . Corollary 6 can be generalised to a general pure state by noticing that local purity can be freely transmitted. Hence, for |φ AB , R A = log |AB| − 1 2 S(A) φ . Further, recall that for |φ AB , the distillable key K D = S(A) φ [11] . When |A| = |B| = d, we have an appealing formula exhibiting the exact balance between localisable and shareable privacy
which can be treated as complementarity between private randomness and key in analogy to complementarity between purity and entanglement [20] . It captures the fact that R A attains 2 log d on a pure product state while K D attains maximal value on a maximally entangled state.
Private randomness capacity.-It is well-known that channel capacity formulas usually involves regularization [21] , i.e. optimisation over growing numbers of channel uses due to non-additivity of the relevant quantities [22] [23] [24] [25] , making a head-on numerical approach impossible. However this does not prevent the regularized nonadditive quantities from having good interpretations: the optimal rate to transmit information faithfully through a channel. Ironically, there are additive quantities that however lack an interpretation [26] , one of these being the reverse coherent information, whose additivity is wellknown [27] , but whose interpretation was missing for a long time. The quantity was first introduced in [27] as the negative cb-entropy of a channel. In [28] , it is called reverse coherent information and shown to be a lower bound for the entanglement distribution capacity of a channel assisted by classical feedback communication.
Here we provide its exact operational interpretation.
Consider the task of generating private randomness by communicating through a quantum channel. A client Bob who wants to produce randomness private against Eve, has the measurement device but cannot prepare a quantum state himself. He has access to, but does not trust quantum particles around himself, which is potentially entangled with Eve's system. However there is a quantum channel to Bob from a trusted server Alice who has the power to prepare any quantum state, although the channel itself is eavesdropped by Eve. Before stating the result, let us argue that the model is wellmotivated and that it captures the server-client structure possibly realised in future quantum networks: the server having huge devices and able to prepare and manipulate quantum states, a client only able to do limited operations, e.g. unitaries and measurement. The server provides a service to the client via a quantum channel. Secondly, this new cryptographic model is completely in line with the standard model of transmitting information (bit, qubit, pbit), and thus can be regarded as a new character of a quantum channel. Now the natural capacity question is: "What is the maximal rate of private randomness that can be extracted at Bob's side when Alice sends quantum states through the channel?" Amazingly, we can answer it completely.
Theorem 7
The private randomness capacity of a channel
The second term is just the reverse coherent information of the channel. So for the first time we provide an operational interpretation for it in a natural Shannon theoretic model. As a matter of fact, the randomness generated at the client is not only private to the eavesdropper but also to the sever. The single-letter formula is concave with respect to the input state, thus efficiently computable. We can draw an interesting comparison between private randomness capacity and purity capacity of a channel: Pure(N ) = log |B| − inf n 1 n S min (N ⊗n ), where S min (N ) = min φ S(N (φ)) is the minimum output entropy. From [22] , we know that S min (N ) is not additive thus regularisation is required.
Summary and outlook.-We have initiated the study of randomness extraction in distributed scenario and provide the tool VQSM to deal with this situation. We found the exact achievable rate regions for various settings of distillation protocols and bipartite states, and gave the long-sought operational interpretation of the reverse coherent information of a quantum channel.
This work opens up a new area, suggesting a wide range of generalisations and extension of the considered scenarios, including the multipartite case, the one-shot scenario based on one-shot QSM [29] , as well as other cryptographic variants such as the honest-but-curious scenario, in which Alice and Bob need to keep their private randomness in addition secret from each other. The structural analogy between private states and the independent states needs also further exploration. These directions will be developed elsewhere [30] . Two notable topics are under study. One is distributed randomness extraction under the framework of coherence theory [31] [32] [33] where the allowed operations are incoherent, and the other is the strong converse problem for the private randomness capacity. Indeed there are rare cases [34, 35] where we have a single-letter formula on capacity and the strong converse theorem is proved only for such cases [36, 37] . We leave several interesting questions deserving further investigation, highlighting two: 1) Is the rate region of the two-sided randomness distillation tight in the case of free communication but no noise? We conjecture so, but the proof eludes us so far. 2) Can the formula in Theorem 4 be reduced to a single-letter one? In other words, is the single-letter quantity weakly additive?
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

A. Miscellaneous facts and lemmas
In this appendix, we collect some standard facts about various functionals we use and prove some lemmas that we need in the proofs of main results.
Recall that the fidelity between two mixed states is defined as
and the trace distance is
Lemma 8 (Uhlmann [7] ) The fidelity is alternatively characterized by the relation
where |φ AB and |ψ AB are purifications of ρ A and σ A respectively, and U B is unitary.
Lemma 9 (Fuchs and van de Graaf [8])
For two states ρ and σ, fidelity and trace distance are related by
Lemma 10 (Dupuis et al. [4] ) Given a state ρ AE , let > 0 and T A→B be a CPTP map with Choi-Jamio lkowski representation τ RB = (id R ⊗ T )Φ RA . Then we have,
where the integral is over the Haar measure on unitary group U(A).
Lemma 11
If states in an ensemble {p i , ρ i } are close to a fixed state σ on average, then most of the ensemble states are close to the fixed state. To be precise, if
then,
Proof. It is obvious that √
so
2 Lemma 12 (Horodecki et al. [10] ) The function defined by g(ρ AB ) := S(ρ AB ) + E r (ρ AB ) is non-decreasing under CLOCC.
Here,
is the relative entropy of entanglement where the minimum is taken over the separable states (SEP), and S(X Y ) = Tr X(log X − log Y ) is the relative entropy.
B. Proofs
In this appendix, we provide the detailed proofs of the results claimed in the main text.
Proof of Lemma 1. In the usual approach, a quantum state having two independent random bits private against Eve is of the form
Consider a pure state |φ AA BB E whose marginal state φ ABE turns into ρ ABE after measuring subsystems A and B in the computational basis. We denote the dephasing map in the computational basis by M , so the dephased state of φ ABE is M φ ABE := ij |i i| A ⊗|j j| B ⊗ ij|φ ABE |ij AB . When written in the computational basis, the whole state has the form
The dephased state is
Because ρ ABE = Tr A B ρ AA BB E is of the form Eq. (6), |φ ij A B E satisfy the condition Tr A B |φ ij φ ij | A B E = ρ E for all i and j. Then, by the Schmidt decomposition, there exist unitary operators U ij acting on A B such that the following holds
where |φ 0 A B E is a fixed purification for ρ E . Using this form and tracing the E part in Eq. (7), we get the state α AA BB of the claimed structure. A similar reasoning gives the state α AA B when random bit is only on one side. The robust version of Lemma 1 is also true in the following sense, which we state directly for general amounts of randomness for Alice and Bob: Let, for positive integers a and b,
the ideal private randomness state and the ideal idit, respectively. They have the common pure state
with a suitable purification |φ 0 of ρ E , by which we mean M φ ABE = ρ ABE , and |φ AA BB E is a purification of α AA BB .
If a ccq state ρ ABE is such that [7] , we can choose unitaries U ij on A B safisfing φ ij |U ij φ 0 = F (ρ ij E , ρ E ) and form the state |φ AA BB E in eq. (12) which is clearly the purification for some α AA BB . We claim that |φ AA BB E is close to |φ AA BB E that is sufficient to proveφ AA BB is close to α AA BB .
By the triangle inequality of trace norm and its monotonicity under partial trace, we get 
where Ineq. (15) comes from φ ij |U ij φ 0 ≥ 0 and 
and so
For the opposite direction, we proceed in a simpler way, namely by Uhlmann's theorem we have that there exists a unitary V E such that
Then we get, by monotonicity of the fidelity, that
As before, M (V φ ABE V † ) is also of the structure of ρ ABE . 2 Theorem 13 Given , δ > 0, for all sufficiently large numbers n of copies of a pure tripartite state |ψ ABE , there exists a unitary U : A n → KA with a fixed standard basis {|i } of subsystem K, such that
Proof. First we prove a one-shot version of Theorem 13. Namely, for a pure tripartite state |ψ ABE , there exists a unitary U : A → KA with a fixed standard basis {|i } of subsystem K, such that the state of K after the von Neumann measurement simultaneously decouples from Bob and Eve, as follows:
where
with A = A K, that is tracing A first and then performing a von Neumann measurement on K. Notice that τ K = 1 1 K |K| . Now borrowing the idea from [9] , and Lemma 10, it is easy to see that more than one half unitary operators U satisfy Ineq. (21) and more than one half satisfy Ineq. (22) . So there must exist a common unitary such that both inequalities are satisfied. Now, by the asymptotic equipartition property, the -smooth conditional min-entropy reduces to conditional entropy in the asymptotic i.i.d. setting, and S(A|E) ψ ⊗n = n(S(B) − S(E)), S(A|B) ψ ⊗n = n(S(E) − S(B)), as well as S(R|K) τ = nS(A)−log |K| when we restrict to the typical subspace of ψ ⊗n A . Counting the rates, we get that if 1 n log |K| = min{I(A : B), I(A : E)} − δ, then the first term would decay exponentially with n. So we can get randomness in K simultaneously independent of Bob's state and Eve's state.
2 Remark: Theorem 13 can be generalized to multipartite states.
Proof of Theorem 2. Essentially Theorem 2 says that Theorem 13 is composable in the following way. Suppose n copies of |ψ ABE and m copies of |ψ ABE where S(A|E) < 0 < S(B|E). From Theorem 13, we know that Alice can get randomness nI(A : B) ψ in K A from |ψ ⊗n ABE . Notice that Bob could virtually regard his state ψ ⊗n B as local noise in the sense that it is entangled with A E even assuming A is at Eve's control which is the worst case (but of course Eve does not really have access to A whose state may have information on the randomness). And he can make use of this noise to help extract randomness with the fresh state |ψ ⊗m ABE where the randomness in subsystem K B would decouple the system A E. So in all randomness in K A and K B is independent and secure to Eve.
The first step is for Alice to extract randomness from |ψ ⊗n ABE . From Theorem 13, we know that there exists U :
satisfying
. By the monotonicity of trace norm, we have
where X ≈ Y means X − Y 1 ≤ . Then by the triangle inequality of trace norm, we get
From Lemma 11, we have
Similarly we have
For both to be true, we have
, and we can write
The next step is for Bob to extract randomness by applying unitary V :
n is virtually at Eve's side and |φ B n (A E n ) is any state satisfying φ B n = ψ ⊗n B . Notice that such a unitary V is only determined by Bob's local states φ B n and |ψ ⊗m ABE and is independent of the local state φ A E n . Thus Bob can apply V blindly to all states of the form |ψ i A B n E n ⊗ |ψ ⊗m ABE . From Theorem 13, we have
when log |K B | = min{mI(B : A), mI(B : E)+2nS(B)}− mδ. Suppose
= φ B n . Using Uhlmann theorem (precisely first using Lemma 9, then Lemma 8), there exist unitary operators W i acting on A E n such that the purification
where Eq. (30) comes from Eq. (29) and the monotonicity of trace norm under dephasing operation on K B and tracing A m , (31) from (28), (32) 
Summing the errors,
Now combining the two steps and considering the dephasing state, we get 
The protocol can be composed iteratively in a new round by regarding the indices of K A K B as a whole, and noticing that only the existence of the good index set is required in the proof. This means that Alice and Bob need not know how to select the set. They just blindly apply the decoupling unitary locally to all the states, then the dephasing state on the randomness subsystem will approximate the ideal randomness state. 2
Proof of Theorem 3. We first prove for the setting 1) of no noise and no communication. The other three settings can be reduced largely to setting 1), making a couple of simple observations. The proof for setting 1) proceeds by the analysis of four cases. Case 1. S(A|E) ≤ 0 and S(B|E) ≤ 0: The achievable region is
The extremal points are simply achieved by one party extracting randomness from the local purity part and from the information part by the VQSM protocol and the other just extracting randomness from the local purity part. The rate region is achieved by the time-sharing technique. Case 2. S(A|E) ≤ 0 and S(B|E) ≥ 0: The achievable region is
One of the extremal points is (log |A| + S(A|E), log |B| − S(B)) by the same protocol as above. The other extremal point is (log |A|−S(E), log |B|), which is achieved as follows: Alice distills local purity from all copies, then performs VQSM on pn copies of the informational part to merging her state to Eve; this produces R A = log |A| − S(A) + pI(A : B) of randomness on Alice's side. Then Bob extracts local randomness on the virtual state ψ
C BC by state compression and VQSM. If we choose p satisfying the (1 − p)S(B|E) − pS(B) = 0, then it will produce log |B| randomness on Bob.
Case 3. S(A|E) ≥ 0 and S(B|E) ≤ 0 is analogous.
Case 4. S(A|E) > 0 and S(B|E) > 0: We suppose Alice and Bob preprocess their states by local compression, separating the purity parts and the remaining information parts that contain the correlation. We only deal with the information part. Neither Alice nor Bob can directly perform VQSM. Alice and Bob will take a "ping-pong" strategy to help each other obtain required singlets between Alice and Eve, and Bob and Eve in order to perform VQSM. It is a activation process and it works only if the activation process could be amplified to more and more copies. So it has to satisfies some constraints. However finally we find that the constraint is always satisfied. So there is no constraint at all! In detail, suppose that initially Bob puts aside x of his copies (the copies consumed will be negligible when we count the rate at the end) and will not use them any more. Alice can imagine Bob's x part is in Eve's hands, so she would share xS(A) ebits with Eve by her x systems. Then Alice performs VQSM on n 1 fresh copies using the xS(A) = 1 ebits. From VQSM, we know that one ebit can activate n 1 copies satisfying n 1 S(A|E) − 1 = 0. After VQSM from Alice to Eve, new ebits are created between Bob and Eve, and the number is n 1 S(B). Then Bob performs VQSM from Bob to Eve on n 2 fresh copies under the assistance of n 1 S(B) ebits, where n 2 satisfies n 2 S(B|E) − n 1 S(B) = 0. After VQSM from Bob to Eve, Alice would share n 2 S(A) ebits with Eve. This is one round. The process can be amplified if only n 2 S(A) > 1, which reads S(A)S(B) > S(A|E)S(B|E). This is always satisfied, unless we are in a trivial situation. By symmetry, if Bob does VQSM first, still we have the same constraint (i.e., no constraint). Now consider the initial step is performed on xK copies, where K is large such that indeed VQSM is performed. Because at any step of any round, the extraction randomness rate is exactly the same rate of I(A : B), so overall the rate is also I(A : B). In addition with the local purity, the sum achieves the global purity. Now we compute the rate: denote r :=
S(A)S(B)
S(A|E)S(B|E) > 1. Suppose the "ping-pong" protocol ends at Alice's side after L rounds with a large finite number L. Then we know that Alice gets the randomness from N A copies where
and Bob from
and the total number of copies is N = N A + N B . The randomness rate depends only on the proportion of copies that VQSM is performed on. So
rS ( with large local dimension of A and B instead of ρ AB . In this way, the two conditional entropies in Theorem 3 can be made positive while the local dimension increases, hence the entire rate region becomes
3) Free noise and free communication: The rate region is characterised by
i.e. the entire global purity can be realised on either side as randomness (but not necessarily as purity!). To see this consider an extreme point of the free-noise region, Eq. (49): R A = log |A| − S(AB) + S(B) = log |A| − S(A) + I(A : B), R B = log |B| − S(B). In this case, Bob's entire randomness, and the part log |A| − S(A) of Alice are realised as purity obtained by first compressing their respective systems. But purity can be exchanged freely via the dephasing channel, so the rate sum can be concentrated at Alice's side. Similarly for Bob. 4) For free communication but no noise we have only an achievable region from combining the above Theorem with the sharing of purity observed in the second case: We can certainly achieve all rate pairs with
Proof of tightness. We prove the tightness of the rate regions in three of these settings: Theorem 3, scenario 1), and scenario 2), but leave 3) open. In all settings, R A + R B ≤ R G = log |AB| − S(AB), which clearly cannot be beaten, even if Alice and Bob can freely cooperate. For setting 2): It clearly cannot be improved, because R G is reached for both parties, and nothing can be better. Setting 1): Since there is no communication, Bob can always isolate his purity log |B| − S(B) as randomness, regardless of what Alice does. Hence R A ≤ R G − (log |B| − S(B)) = log |A| − S(A|B). Similarly for Bob's rate. Theorem 3: Even with free noise, R A ≤ log |A|−S(A|B), so this bound is still true without free noise. But also R A ≤ log |A| always because Alice has only her system A to work on. So R A is bounded by the minimum of the two; likewise for Bob.
2
We arrive at the form of the irreducible states by which we mean that all the randomness is in the key part and no extra randomness can be gained from the shield part. So any optimal protocol must reach this kind of state, asymptotically.
Lemma 14
Any irreducible state is of the form
where U i are unitaries acting on A B .
Proof. Suppose the purification for the irreducible state is |φ AA B E , where the randomness part is A and A B is the shield part. From the form of α AA B , we know
Because it is an irreducible state which means the optimal rate of randomness that can be extracted under RCLOCC is log K, any protocol cannot produce more than log K ibit. Now consider the BFW protocol [1] which is naturally a RCLOCC protocol where Bob does nothing, it creates log |K| + log |A | + S(AA |E) − ibits which should be not larger than log K. Then we get log |A | + S(KA |E) − ≤ 0 that implies S(KA |E) = S(B )−S(E) ≤ 0. So we have log |A |+S(B )−S(E) ≤ 0. Notice that α B = 1 1/|B | (or Bob can do local compression to get purity and send the purity to Alice), and 2 From Lemma 14, it is clear the last step of an optimal protocol is VQSM when Eve's system is included. The irreducible form shows that entropy of the Eve is not less than Bob's entropy.
Proof of Theorem 4.
Denote the quantity at the right-hand side as RHS.
"R A ≥ RHS": For any RCLOCC that transforms n copies of ρ AB to a state σ A B whose purification is denoted as |φ A B E . We notice that in case of free communication and no noise in the two-side randomness scenario, Alice can get randomness at the rate log |A B | − max{S(B ), S(E )} = n log |AB| − max{S(B ), S(E )}. So we have R A ≥ sup n [log |AB| − max{S(B )/n, S(E )/n}] = RHS. "R A ≤ RHS": Given n copies of ρ AB , a protocol to extract randomness ends in a state ω KA B that is close to the state
where (n) → 0 when n → ∞. Now suppose the purifying state for ω KA B is ω E . From the continuity of entropy, we get
From the structure of α KA B , we know that
Then we have log |K|/n ≤ log |AB| − S(ω E )/n + (n) log |AB| + h( (n)). More directly we have log |K|/n ≤ log |AB| − log |B |/n ≤ log |AB|−S(α B )/n ≤ log |AB|−S(ω B )/n+ (n) log |AB| + h( (n)). Take the supremum over n, and notice that if for a finite n, the supremum is obtained, then for any mn, it is achieved. So we get R A = sup log |K|/n ≤ RHS. 2
Proof of Theorem 5. It is straightforward that the randomness R A that can be extracted on Alice's side is not larger than the randomness extracted by global operation which is equal to the global purity. So R A ≤ log |AB| − S(AB). Suppose for n copies of ρ AB whose purification is |φ ABE with E on Eve's side, we get an approximate irreducible stateα KA B under RCLOCC operations, where K is the randomness part and A B is the shield part, KA is on Alice's side and B on Bob's, and its purification part is denoted as E . Then we get log |K| ≤ n log |AB| − S(E ),
= n log |AB| − [S(E ) − nS(E)] − nS(E),
≤ n log |AB| − [E r (ρ
≤ n log |AB| − E r (ρ
≤ n log |AB| − E r (ρ ⊗n AB ) − nS(E) + log |B |,
= n log |AB| − E r (ρ ⊗n AB ) − nS(E) + log |KA B | − log |KA |,
≤ 2n log |AB| − E r (ρ (|000 + |111 ) A1B1E when we include Eve. Alice performs a CNOT to get |Φ A1E ⊗ |0 B1 , where the pure state |0 B1 can produce 1 ibit. Then Alice performs a Bell measurement on A 1 A 2 to get another 2 ibits, in total 3 ibits from 2 copies of the state. This is optimal by Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 7. Suppose for n uses of the channel, the final tripartite state among Alice, Bob, and Eve is
where V : A → BE is an isometry purification of the channel N . Then with free noise, from case 2) we know for such a state, Bob can extract randomness with n log |B| − S(B n |A n ) ψ A n B n = n log |B| + [S(A n ) − S(A n B n )] ψ A n B n . Further, from Theorem 13, we know that the randomness value which is represented by the dephased system K B is decoupled from both system A of the sender, and E of the eavesdropper, thus is private to each of them individually.
To maximize the quantity amounts to maximize the second term which is none other than the reverse coherent information, and from [27] , we know that the reverse coherent information of a channel is additive. For the sake of completeness, we write the proof. First using the duality relation between conditional entropy of a pure state |ψ ABE , we have S(A) − S(AB) = −S(B|A) = S(B|E).
Then by the chain rule S(XY |Z) = S(X|Z) + S(Y |XZ) and the monotonicity of conditional entropy S(X|Y ) ≤ S(X|E(Y )) under quantum operation E, we get S(B 1 B 2 |E 1 E 2 ) = S(B 1 |E 1 E 2 ) + S(B 2 |B 1 E 1 E 2 ), ≤ S(B 1 |E 1 ) + S(B 2 |E 2 ), which immediately implies the additivity So optimisation over n channel use is reduced to the optimization over one channel use.
Consider the state of the form pρ BE ⊗ |0 0| F + (1 − p)σ BE ⊗ |1 1| F .
By the linearity of isometry V : A → BE on input state and the monotonicity of the conditional entropy S(B|E) ≥ S(B|EF ), we conclude that S(B|E) is concave with respect to the input state, S(B|E) pρ BE +(1−p)σ BE ≥ pS(B|E) ρ BE +(1−p)S(B|E) σ BE , which amounts to the reverse coherent information is concave to the input state, thus the optimisation problem is efficiently computable. 2
Lemma 15 For a state ρ AB , if global operations are allowed, the randomness extraction rate is R G (ρ AB ) = I G (ρ AB ) = log |AB| − S(ρ AB ).
Proof . It is clear that a pure state |0 is the simplest ibit. So given a state ρ AB , if global operations are allowed, then we can obtain purity at the rate I G = log |AB|−S(ρ AB ) [10] . From the purity the same amount of randomness can be obtained which implies R G ≥ I G On the other side, any randomness extraction ends up in a state close to α state, on which we can undo the twisting U to get a pure state on the key part which means I G ≥ R G . So we get I G = R G .
Lemma 16
Non-existence of bound randomness states: given bipartite state ρ AB , if randomness can be extracted by global operations on AB, then nonzero randomness can be extracted by RCLOOC operations.
Proof. Given a state ρ AB , if none-zero randomness can be extracted by global operations, then it means that R G = log |AB| − S(AB) > 0. Notice that Theorem 3 already implies that there exists (R A , R B ) such that R A + R B = R G > 0 can be achieved. 2
